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Abstract

Results

Cancer often arises from dysregulated cell signaling pathways. We created a method to
examine how the Wnt pathway, which controls cell proliferation, morphogenesis, and stem cell
control, differs between healthy and cancerous tissues.

• Obtained benchmark showing our method accurately records likely-to be
dysregulated proteins (catenin beta-1, low density lipoprotein receptorrelated protein 6) as highlyconnected
• There are more unique
intermediate nodes in the
convolution-transformed data
(24) as compared to
intermediate empirical nodes
(13).
• All receptors shared between
methods
• Most transcription factors
conserved between methods
(7/10 total)

Using TCGA gene expression data we have developed a new way of
analyzing a cancer-dysregulated Wnt pathway and its healthy counterpart
based on PathLinker.
1. Developed program to extract gene data from GDC Commons (colorectal
cancer data from COAD: 512 samples over 62804 genes) and organized
into a matrix file.
2. Measured gene expression by calculating fold change for each gene
3. Integrated gene expression data into PathLinker to predict cancerous
cell signaling pathways.
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Gene expression data
downloaded from GDC
commons and organized into
matrix file.

Empirically Transformed
Each fold-change value calculated from a standard
distribution, estimating mean and SD from under
the curve
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Edge weights transformed

Empirical OR Convolution Transformation
ß: Tradeoff value for integrating gene
expression
cu:Cost of the individual gene (node)
cuv:Edge cost from node u to node v

Run PathLinker for 100 paths on empirical and convolution
transformation results
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Fold-change (cancer/normal) data for each gene
was log2 transformed to produce normalized
distribution of node weights
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Example toy graphs illustrating the different natures of each
transformation scheme

Convolution Transformed

• In general, the proteins with the most edges leading to them were shared
between both methods.
• Because the convolution model assumes less about the data distribution, it
may discover more novel nodes than the empirical transformation.
• Both methods incorporated every receptor, and most highly ranked nodes in
PathLinker with convolution, empirical, and the control pathways were
conserved. This allows for future investigation into the differences between
healthy and dysregulated paths.

Iteratively build a distribution by adding patients’
gene values
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Comparison of Empirical and Convolution Outputs. 𝜷 = 0.75 . Blue nodes
are only in convolution pathways; pink nodes are only in empirical pathways;
purple are shared between both. Triangles are receptors; squares are
transcription factors; circles are intermediates.
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